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General Impressions of track today and coming out near Red Butte on the Cades Cove Rd along Little River.

Chesnut-preliminary almost regardless of slope elevation + cove hardwoods + M Y limited to corn or not occupying general of pasture by thesis but northerly.

In many places on the lower slopes near Cades Cove, Va.

Blue appears to prevail on the red soil.

Why does not M Y project on the slope of the ridge? Rock relation important in the soil for problems. Why should it in an old region? The areas of "cove hardwood" could easily be counted in the west half of the park (John Helsel, King) in the last half, which came to me? Ramsey Ypsil, Porter? Flats, Great Flats, the Flats of Sugarland, the
July 22

Ascending highway from Göttingen, near forest (NM) is much in advance of the near road up to 1st bridge by head of valley and 1st tunnel.

good oen NM no tunnel in the area maple, hickory, basswood, tulip +

and is said to be one of best spring flower slopes.

This is not far from but off slope from 1933

trip in search of big cherry + hickory which it gained and it is some distance below trail to Climbing
Got Pine-energy festive
Park in Job's
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